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GAME OF THRONES Star Dedicates Birthday To Climate Action
Actor Nikolaj Coster-Waldau raises funds
PARIS - HOLLYWOOD - LOS ANGELES, 21.07.2017, 18:18 Time
USPA NEWS - United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Goodwill Ambassador Nikolaj Coster-Waldau has
announced that all he wants for his birthday this year is a healthy planet. To celebrate his 47th birthday this month, the Danish
Actor and Star of HBO’s Hit Series 'Game of Thrones' is asking his Friends, Family and Fans to help him raise Funds for
UNDP, which works to protect the People and Planet from the effects of Climate Change....
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Goodwill Ambassador Nikolaj Coster-Waldau has announced that all he
wants for his birthday this year is a healthy planet. To celebrate his 47th birthday this month, the Danish Actor and Star of
HBO’s Hit Series 'Game of Thrones' is asking his Friends, Family and Fans to help him raise Funds for UNDP, which works to
protect the People and Planet from the effects of Climate Change.
'Like most Parents, I want my Daughters to achieve their Dreams in Life,' said Coster-Waldau, Father of two. 'But we cannot
create Opportunities and brighter Futures for our Children without protecting the Planet we live on.'
That’s why this year, the Actor is dedicating the month of his sun sign Leo (from July 23-August 22) to Climate Action. A Lion is
also the Sigil of the House of Lannister, of which Coster-Waldau’s Game of Thrones Character Jaime Lannister is a Member.
As Fans of the popular Series, which is broadcast in 170 countries, gear up to watch the second episode of the highly
anticipated seventh Season this Sunday, Coster-Waldau is taking the opportunity to shine a spotlight on the importance of a
healthy Planet.
'As I turn a year older on July 27, help me celebrate another great year on this beautiful Planet of ours by making my Birthday
wish come true,' said Coster-Waldau, whose Goal is to raise $17,000 to support UNDP. 'join me in supporting the United
Nations Development Programme, which works to end poverty while fighting climate change.'
UNDP works in nearly 170 Countries to implement the 17 Global Goals to end Poverty and mitigate the effects of Climate
Change through Projects that promote renewable Energy, preserve Coastlines, combat Deforestation and protect our Planet
for Generations to come. The UN Agency appointed Coster-Waldau as its Goodwill Ambassador last September to help
mobilize support for the 17 Sustainable Development Goal (also known as Global Goals) with a particular Focus on Climate
Action and Gender Equality.
Source : United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
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